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September 13, 2015 – 24 Sunday of Ordinary Time

Balance – Suffering and Resurrection
One week after Labor Day.
It is back to school time.
Blessings on your school year, whether a toddler, a youngster, a teen or
an adult.
It’s been sixty years since I was in grade school and I am wondering
what they teach now-a-days.
For instance, when do they teach the difference between “cardinal
numbers” and “ordinal numbers”?
The “cardinal numbers” are one, two, three, etc.
The “ordinal numbers: are first, second, third, etc.
I mention that because in our Church year we refer to this time frame
as “Ordinary Time”.
We call it “Ordinary Time” because the Sundays are marked by the
“ordinal numbers”, like today, which is the 24th Sunday in Ordinary
Time.
During “Ordinary Time” the color that we use for our vestments and
for church decorating is green.

[point to stole as an example]

As we see in today’s Scriptures, “Ordinary Time” certainly does NOT
mean “plain old boring time”!
No, the three Scripture readings address the important issues of life
and death … and the Psalm is in that same spirit.
In today’s First Reading Isaiah tells the Israelites exiled in Babylonia
about the Suffering Servant, about how those working for God can
expect to suffer in their roles as servants.
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The Church has used this as a prediction for how Jesus will suffer in
doing the will of the Father.
In fact, this same reading is used on Palm Sunday at the beginning of
Holy Week.
This reading makes me wonder if our vestments today should have been
the color red to fit the colors of Palm Sunday and Holy Week.
[add the red stole]

The reading certainly pulls our attention to how Jesus suffered, as we
are reminded by the very crucifix here in the front of our worship
space.
The Gospel continues the theme of Holy Week and suffering.
Jesus warns the Apostles about what will be happening to him …
suffering rejection and even death, the ultimate for a Suffering
Servant.
But Jesus also predicts the good news, the great news, the news that
he will rise again after three days.
Oh, maybe our vestments today should be white in recollection of
Jesus’ resurrection on Easter Sunday.
[add a white stole]

There is the great balance … suffering/death and resurrection.
We are reminded of that balance each time we leave this building since
the cross at the rear of church shows a risen Jesus.
That balance of suffering/death balanced by resurrection is not for
Jesus alone.
Yes, that balance is for us as well.
The Gospel goes on to explain that for us when Jesus says:
“Those who wish to come after me must deny themselves,
take up their cross, and follow me.”
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Today’s reading from James gives us further insight into following
Christ while we are still here on earth.
Faith and good works have to go together … one or the other is not
enough.
We could put it into today’s jargon by saying:
“Don’t just talk the talk, but walk the walk.”
Here’s an example.
A group of church ministers, including our own Fr. Don, and members
from their congregations walk in various Detroit neighborhoods on
Friday evenings … for peace in the city.
They are quite literally “walking the walk”.
While Jesus gives us the promise of the balance -- service and
suffering leading to resurrection -- I think we can all use some
encouragement here and now.
I would like to say “Thank you” to so many people for their faith-based
good works.
Thank you to all the parents who are getting their kids off to school
each day, getting them to play sports, helping then with civic
activities like scouting, and bringing them to church.
Thanks to all adults who are caring for their senior adult parents.
Thank you for caring for neighbors, and for people in your
community by volunteering for work in St. Vincent de Paul, for
doing voluntary park clean-up work, for helping in so many nonprofit organizations by your labor or your money.
Thank you for helping the homeless by giving them some of your
cash when they stop you on the streets of Detroit.
Those words of thanks are just a tiny glimpse of the affirmations by
the Lord after our very own resurrection.
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And those affirmations and the joy that they bring us will go on and on
… and on.
God loved us so much that he gave us life,
sent Jesus to show us how to lead those lives,
and invites us to spend life with God … forever.
Yes, these are anything but ordinary times.
[change back into green stole]

These are the times to accept the love of God in faith.
These are the times to balance our faith with good works.
These are the times to recognize that servant-hood for the Lord
might include a great deal of suffering.
But look at that tremendous balance.
As you leave church today remember to take a look at the risen Lord as
a reminder of balance throughout this next week – or use the little
reminder cards that the ushers will now pass out.
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The Suffering Christ

The Risen Christ
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